Abstract: Single orientation domains in primary (V1) and second (V2) visual cortical areas are known to encode the orientation of visual contours. However, the visual world contains multiple and complex contour types. How do these domains handle such complexity? Using optical imaging methods, we have examined orientation response to two types of contours: real (luminance-defined) and illusory (inferred). We find that, unlike area V1, there are multiple types of orientation domain in V2. These include "real only" domains, "higher-order" domains (which respond to an orientation whether real or illusory), and other domains with nonmatching real/illusory orientation preference. We suggest that this plurality of orientation domains in V2 enables the complexities of local and global contour extraction.
Introduction
The second visual area of the primate (area V2) exhibits an exquisite modular organization of function that is evident at multiple spatial scales. Mapping studies indicate that neurons selective for color, form, or disparity are preferentially organized into millimeter-sized stripe compartments (thin, pale, thick) and that these stripes are further organized into preferentially tuned submillimeter-sized functional clusters or "domains" [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] (Levitt et al 13 and Yoshioka and Dow 14 ). Responses to oriented stimuli, in particular, are organized into large orientation columns, primarily in the pale and thick stripes of V2. 6, 7, 9, 11, 15 The fact that there are orientation domains in both V1 and V2 begs the question as to what differentiates them. It is known that, in addition to simple orientation features (eg, lines or gratings), V2 of the macaque monkey is also characterized by more complex orientation responses. At least one-third of oriented neurons in macaque V2 are reported to also respond to inferred contours presented at the same orientation. [16] [17] [18] Such inferred contours include contours formed by gap completion, 17 boundaries inferred by texture or disparity cues, 19, 20 and illusory contours cued by offset abutting line gratings. 18, [21] [22] [23] [24] Based on these data, it has been suggested that area V2 may play a key role in the earliest representation of inferred "higher-order" contours. 16 We and others have shown that the orientation domains in V2 exhibit similar response to simple contours and higher-order contours (abutting line contours, 23, 25, 26 Pan et al). 27 These data suggest that orientation domains in V2 represent an important stage for calculating "orientation" regardless of cues used to generate generalized orientation percepts. How can such invariance be achieved? How is orientation response to different types of cues calculated? Are there different levels of orientation generalization? We hypothesize that orientation domains in V2 are actually quite complex and may be composed of different subdomains. These subdomains could represent orientation response specific to different types of cues. Furthermore, we hypothesize a hierarchy of cue-specific orientation response and higher-order cue-invariant orientation response.
As an initial investigation into this possibility, we have used intrinsic signal optical imaging to probe possible complexity of orientation response in V2. We have chosen to map response to illusory contours of the offset abutting grating type 21 ( Figure 1A , left) because response to this type of contour has been well-characterized and because it is amenable to the optical imaging technique. We find that, consistent with our previous findings, V2 indeed contains a higherorder orientation organization; that is, higher-order contour cells have similar orientation tuning for simple and inferred contours (in this paper, referred to as "real" and "illusory" contours, respectively). However, we also find that orientation domain organization is more complex than predicted. Based on these data, we hypothesize an organizational hierarchy for orientation response in V2.
Results
In a previous publication 23 we reported that the relationship between real and illusory response in V1 is "anticorrelated". That is, domains that were activated by real contours were relatively suppressed by similarly oriented illusory contours. We also exhibited an example of a "correlated" relationship between real and illusory response in V2 and suggested the presence of higher-order contour domains in V2. In this paper we present additional examples of V2 response and focus on the observed real/illusory correlations in V2. We now present five cases (obtained from five hemispheres of five normal adult macaque monkeys) that show that there is a range of orientation domain types in V2. Stimuli and optical imaging acquisition methods used were identical to those presented in previous reports. 23 All images are displayed with the lunate sulcus at the top edge just out of field of view. As will be seen from the results, we find there is a good degree of variability between cases. We therefore present the data case by case, as we felt this is the best way to convey the variability.
Mapping illusory contour orientation preference domains in area V2: case 1
Using the intrinsic optical imaging method, we examined the spatial distribution of illusory contour response in macaque area V2. Figure 1 shows data from Case 1, and exemplifies the procedures used in all cases. We imaged a portion of V2 directly anterior to V1 at the lip of the lunate sulcus ( Figure 1B , left and middle panels). Since most of V2 is buried within the lunate sulcus, typically a 0.5-2-mm-wide strip was available on the surface for imaging. To ensure that we were recording from area V2, we included adjacent area V1 within our acquisition field of view and determined the functional V1/V2 border via ocular dominance mapping ( Figure 1B, right panel) . In this case, the locations of thin, thick, and pale stripe compartments of V2 were determined by anatomical methods (cytochrome oxidase histology, Figure 1C) . In other cases, pale and thick stripe locations were determined by the magnitude of imaged orientation response. Thin stripes were mapped either by inference from pale/thick locations (orientation activation is weakest in thin stripes) or by preferential color versus luminance response ( Figure 2A , color activation is strongest in the thin stripes).
To map real and illusory response, we designed real and illusory gratings with identical contour spacings. We have previously shown that in V1, orientation-specific responses to these illusory gratings are independent of inducer orientation or pattern position or presence of line ends 23 or local luminance fluctuations. 28 Thus, V1 responses to this illusory grating were not due to local features of this stimulus, but due to the illusory orientation content of the stimulus, a feature known to be encoded by V2 cells.
To investigate illusory contour organization in V2, we collected cortical responses to visual presentation of drifting abutting line gratings of horizontal and vertical orientations (illusory stimulus conditions, Figure 1A , left). "Illusory" orientation maps were obtained by subtracting responses to vertical illusory stimulus conditions from horizontal illusory conditions. Spacings of horizontal and vertical illusory contours were identical to those of real line stimuli. Our intention here was to minimize the possible confounding contributions arising from the small oblique real line inducer elements (common to both stimulus conditions, and thus cancelled out via image subtraction), while maximizing the contributions associated with the illusory contour orientation (different in each stimulus condition, and not cancelled out by image subtraction). Size, orientation, and motion of inducer elements were identical in the two illusory stimulus conditions. If there was no spatial organization for illusory contour orientation, we expected no net difference after image subtraction (ie, a subtraction map that is neutrally gray). Because of the relatively weak illusory signal size, we collected 80-140 trials to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, to maximize number 
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Orientation diversity in V2 of trials (and thereby maximize the signal-to-noise ratio), we collected only two illusory orientations in a single experiment. Due to small signal size, single-condition illusory maps were very difficult to obtain. Figure 1D (left panel) illustrates an example of a horizontal minus vertical illusory contour grating subtraction. Darkest areas indicate preference for horizontal illusory contours, lightest areas indicate preference for vertical illusory contours, and gray areas indicate equal activation to both stimuli. This case revealed a clustering in activation suggestive of an orientation preference organization. We applied a thresholding algorithm to delineate these illusory orientation preference domains ( Figure 1D 
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domains [black outline]). These thresholded domains ranged from approximately circular to somewhat elliptical in shape and ranged from approximately 0.25 mm to more than 0.75 mm in size. To ensure that these activations were not simply artefacts associated with underlying blood vessel distribution, we also compared their distribution with the associated cortical surface blood vessel pattern ( Figure 1B , middle panel). Using cytochrome oxidase histology, we determined that this imaged cortex was located within a V2 pale stripe ( Figure 1C ), a V2 compartment known to show strong orientation preference for real oriented lines and gratings. This initial map suggested that there is "structure" in the illusory contour functional map in area V2 cortex of the anesthetized monkey. "Real" orientation maps were also obtained in response to drifting horizontal, 45°, vertical, and 135° line gratings (real stimulus conditions, Figure 1A , right). Color-coded orientation maps were derived by pixel-wise vector summation of response to the four orientations. As shown in Figure 1E (left panel), horizontal is encoded in yellow, 45° in green, vertical in blue, and 135° in red; magnitude of response is indicated by color saturation. Consistent with previous reports, 9, 23 orientation domains in V2 were typically larger than those in V1 (about 500 µm in size in V2).
To assess the relationship between illusory and real orientation response, the thresholded illusory domains delineated in Figure 1D (right panel) were then superimposed over the color-coded real orientation vector map ( Figure 1E , left panel). Thresholds were computed from the maps obtained by averaging multiple trials of each condition. As we previously reported, 23 in this case we observed a "like-with-like" correspondence between real and illusory orientation domains. Horizontal illusory orientation domains (red outlines) tended to coincide with horizontal real orientation preference (yellow/orange color code, Figure 1E , left) rather than other orientation preference. Similarly, vertical illusory orientation domains (black outlines) tended to coincide with vertical real orientation preference (blue color code, Figure 1E , left).
To rule out the possibility that these domain associations were spurious artefacts associated with the derivation of our color-coded real vector map, we performed a further map comparison. Grayscale difference maps were obtained by subtracting vertical from horizontal real orientation responses ( Figure 1E , right). This produced a map qualitatively similar, though not identical, to the illusory orientation map (compare Figure 1D right panel with Figure 1E right panel). Red outlined horizontal illusory domains were associated with darkly shaded horizontal real domains; black outlined vertical illusory domains were associated with lightly shaded vertical real domains. Note that there are regions of illusory response that have relatively weak real response (eg, area around small red outline), an aspect that will be discussed further in subsequent examples.
We quantified these observations by calculating average (real map) pixel values within each demarcated illusory domain. Figure 1F graphically tabulates average pixel values for horizontal and vertical illusory domains. Low average pixel values (dark in maps, horizontal real preference) tended to be associated with horizontal (red outline) illusory domains. Conversely high average pixel values (light in maps, vertical real preference) tended to be associated with vertical (black outline) illusory domains.
Thus, in Case 1, the aligned correspondence of the real and illusory maps is consistent with our initial prediction derived from single-unit studies. This finding suggested the presence of higher-order contour domains in V2 which encode a particular orientation regardless of whether the contour is real or illusory. 23 To examine this possible relationship further, we obtained real and illusory maps in four other monkeys. An illusory contour subtraction map ( Figure 2B , left panel) was obtained, revealing structure within both V1 and V2. Thresholded illusory contour domains ( Figure 2B , right panel) are shown overlaid onto the real orientation preference maps (vector orientation map, Figure 2C , left panel; difference map, Figure 2C , right panel). In addition to functional organization within area V2, these data indicate that area V1 also exhibits organized orientation response during illusory contour stimulation. Previously, it has been shown that V1 domains preferring a particular real orientation also paradoxically 
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prefer the orthogonal (rather than matching) illusory contour orientation. 23 Thus, in V1 of Figure 2C horizontal illusory domains (red outlines) coincide with vertical real domains (blue color code), while vertical illusory domains (black outlines) coincide with horizontal real domains (yellow/orange color code). This paradoxical anticorrelated or "inverted" V1 domain relationship, however, is not observed in V2 of this case. Rather, in V2, the thresholded illusory domains tended to show a matched orientation preference for real and illusory oriented stimulus conditions (eg, black outlined domains indicating vertical illusory preference are associated with blue color code indicating real vertical preference, Figure 2C , left panel). The relative alignments between real and illusory domains were especially striking across the V1/V2 border in this case (note the change in color-coding V1 within the black outlined domains, Figure 2C , left panel; from blue [vertical] in V2 to yellow [horizontal] in V1). These like-with-like associations in V2 were confirmed when illusory domain alignments were compared with the grayscale difference map conditions (eg, black outlined domains coincide with lightest shadings, Figure 2C , right panel).
The observed relationship between real and illusory domains was quantitatively confirmed by calculating average pixel values within each illusory domain ( Figure 2D ). As with Case 1, in V2 (graphs on left) low average pixel values (dark, indicating horizontal real preference) tended to be associated with horizontal illusory domains (red bars). Conversely high average pixel values (light, indicating vertical real preference) tended to be associated with vertical illusory domains (black bars). In contrast, in V1, the opposite relationship was observed: low average pixel values (horizontal real) were associated with vertical illusory (black bars) and high average pixel values (vertical real) were associated with horizontal illusory (red bars). This illustrates that the current quantitative methods reveal an anticorrelated relationship in V1, similar to that reported previously with different methods. 23 Since this V1 relationship has been extensively documented, we focus on V2 in subsequent examples.
Von der Heydt and Peterhans 18 reported that less than half of orientation-selective cells in V2 are also tuned to offset abutting line grating illusory contours. This predicts that there should be some orientation-selective cells in V2 that are not responsive to illusory contours. Consistent with this prediction, we find some real orientation preference regions in V2 which were unresponsive to illusory orientation (eg, the light zone between the two black outlined vertical illusory domains in V2, Figure 2C , right panel). Thus, although we find a coalignment of illusory orientation domains with real orientation domains, this does not mean that all regions responsive to (vertical) real are also responsive to (vertical) illusory. In sum, although there is only a small area of V2 visible in this field of view, the domains available are consistent with the presence of contour domains activated by both real and illusory stimuli.
case 3
In a third case (Figure 3) , we focused on a region in V2 with strong real orientation response, presumably a pale/thick stripe region. Again, the subtraction of horizontal and vertical illusory images revealed distinct illusory orientation preference domains in V2 (Figure 3B , left; thresholded data, Figure  3B , right). When illusory map outlines were overlaid on real orientation maps ( Figure 3C ), again we observed an association between vertical illusory and vertical real domains in V2 (black outlines predominantly associated with blue regions, Figure 3C , left panel; black outlines predominantly associated with lighter regions, Figure 3C , right panel) and horizontal illusory domains tended to align with horizontal orientation preference regions (red outlines tended to overlap with yellow regions, Figure 3C , left panel; red outlines tended to overlap with darker shadings; Figure 3C , right panel). As in Case 2, note that the reversal of these real/illusory associations in V1 (eg, near the V1/V2 border in Figure 3C , the association of the leftmost black outline changes from blue/purple in V2 to yellow/green in V1; the red outline in V1 is associated with blue rather than yellow). These relationships are quantified in Figure 3D . When pixel values from the real difference map were averaged and tabulated for each illusory domain, V2 exhibited a coaligned horizontal real/illusory (red outline with low pixel values) and vertical real/illusory (black outline with high pixel values), and V1 exhibited an inverse relationship (red outline with high pixel values and black outline with low pixel values).
As noted for previous cases, there were also some real horizontal (dark pixels) and vertical (light pixels) response regions in V2 which were not associated with either horizontal or vertical illusory response domains ( Figure 3C) . Similarly, some parts of the illusory domains (eg, small black outlined domain closest to the top in Figure 3C ) overlaid real response to a slightly different orientation. These data thus suggested some association between real and illusory regions of different orientation preferences. To further examine this association, we asked whether this reflects inducer orientation response (green pixels in this case). Although the horizontal minus vertical illusory subtraction removes the inducer component (which is common to both stimuli, see Figure 11 Eye 
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Orientation diversity in V2 23 ) , there is evidence that neurons in V2 differentiate between illusory contours of different inducer composition 22 and that such differences in inducer content affect visual saliency. 29 In Case 3, there is a suggestion that illusory domains contain greater 45° (green pixels) content than 135° (red pixels) content, consistent with an inducerdependent bias in orientation representation. However, we have too few observations to make any conclusions regarding further specificity of real/illusory associations in V2.
We have thus directed our views of this issue to the discussion. In conclusion, illusory domains exhibited primarily coaligned real/illusory response, although in this case the association also included a broader range of orientation associations.
case 4
In two of the five cases examined, we obtained further evidence of a complex spatial relationship between real and illusory orientation domains in area V2. Figure 4 presents imaging data obtained from the V1/V2 cortex of Case 4. The functional V1/V2 border was delineated ( Figure 4A middle panel, large transverse surface blood vessel artefact, Figure 4A , left panel), revealing an approximately 1.5-mmwide strip of V2 on the surface. The locations of pale/thick V2 stripe compartments were determined by their strong orientation selectivity and the thin stripe locations by weak orientation selectivity (vector map is shown in Figure 4A , right panel). The two panels below ( Figure 4B ) show enlarged views of the V2 portion of this vector map. As shown by both the grayscale map (left) and the color-scale map (right), the region in the thin stripe exhibits primarily unoriented response. In this case, the "thin" stripe contains a weak orientation-selective domain (yellow). We would like to take this opportunity to reiterate a much observed but understated characteristic of V2 stripes. That is, while the thin/pale/ thick/pale organization is the most common description of V2 stripes, in practice the shape, size, and overall "solidity" of thin stripe compartments are more complex. 6, 11, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] Domains apparently associated with one stripe will invade a nearby stripe, and bridges and mergings between thin and thick stripes are observed. Thus, although we have indicated the locations of the V2 stripes (ticks above maps), these are based on traditional neuroanatomical conventions and should be interpreted loosely.
We then compared illusory contour response to this real orientation map. An illusory orientation difference map was obtained (unthresholded Figure 4C , left; thresholded Figure 4C , right), and demarcated illusory domains were overlayed on real orientation maps ( Figure 4D) . Consistent with the previous cases, the strongest illusory responses occurred in the thick/pale stripes. However, in this case we also observed two illusory domains in the defined thin stripe. Notably, the relatively weak horizontal illusory domain in this thin stripe (red outlined domain) coincided with horizontal real response (yellow domain) in this stripe (top left, Figure 4C ), consistent with a like-to-like relationship. The other domain in this thin stripe (black outline) overlaid a non-oriented region ( Figure 4A , lower panels) near the V1/ V2 border. Again, the apparent incidences of real/illusory orientation domains within the thin stripe may be associated with invasion of our designated thin stripe by the pale stripe compartment, and this should be borne in mind in our map comparisons.
In the pale/thick stripes, both "V1-like" (ie, anticorrelated, ie, real horizontal domains mapping onto illusory vertical domains, or real vertical domain mapping onto illusory horizontal domains) and "V2-like" (ie, like-withlike, ie, real horizontal domains mapping onto illusory horizontal domains, or real vertical domain mapping onto illusory vertical domains) alignments were observed. As in previous cases, V1 illusory orientation preference domains were commonly associated with orthogonal real orientation preference domains ( Figure 4D , in V1 black outlines with yellow domains, red outlines with blue domains). In V2 of this case, however, we observed a mixed pattern of association. Some illusory and real domains in V2 exhibited a like-with-like spatial relationship (domains marked by an asterisk, Figure 4D ). Other V2 domains appeared to exhibit a V1-like relationship. That is, V2 domains preferring horizontal or vertical illusory contours could sometimes prefer real orientations that were orthogonal to their illusory orientation preference. For example, the domains indicated by a cross in Figure 4D align Figure 4D ).
To verify that these V2 illusory maps were not simply spurious artefacts related to acquisition or analysis, we reexamined the data by splitting the collected data trials into two sets. 35 Interleaving trial blocks were consecutively assigned to either set. New illusory difference maps were calculated for each set ( Figure 4E , V2 data only). The overall pattern of illusory orientation preference was present in both maps, although one domain in the defined thin stripe (red outline) was equivocal across analyses. 
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The mixed nature of real/illusory domain relationships was also evident in quantitative analyses ( Figure 4F ). For example, average (real map) pixel values for horizontal illusory domains marked by a cross in Figure 4D support the presence of V1-like real/illusory domain relationships in V2. Case 4 thus presented a mixed outcome, with domain alignments both V2-like (ie, like-with-like) and V1-like (ie, orthogonal) in correspondence. As with previous cases, some real orientation domains were not associated with either horizontal or vertical illusory activations.
case 5
Evidence for diversity in illusory/real domain correspondence in V2 was also found in Case 5 ( Figure 5 ). Again, we first mapped the V1/V2 border ( Figure 5A, middle panel) . We identified thin, pale/thick stripe compartments ( Figure 5A , right panel) in V2 by mapping the magnitude of orientation selectivity. These compartment locations were confirmed via cytochrome oxidase histology ( Figure 5B , left panel). Enlarged views of cytochrome oxidase histology ( Figure 5B , upper right panel) and real orientation selectivity ( Figure  5B , grayscale middle right panel, color-scale lower right panel) together indicate that a full thin/pale/thick cycle within V2 was imaged in this case. An illusory difference map was then obtained and thresholded to define illusory orientation preference domains ( Figure 5C ). Note that the strongest illusory responses (darkest and lightest pixels) occur in the thick/pale stripes. The correspondence between illusory and real orientation preference maps is shown in Figure 5D . As with Case 4, consistency of the illusory orientation map was confirmed by interleaved block split data analysis ( Figure 5E ).
This case revealed similar real/illusory domain relationships as Case 4. We observed V2 domains with a like-with-like real/illusory orientation preference correspondence (eg, domains marked by an asterisk, Figure  5D ). However, we also observed V2 domains with an orthogonal real/ illusory orientation preference correspondence (eg, domains marked by a cross, Figure 5D ). Again, some real orientation response did not overlie either the horizontal or vertical illusory domains. These correspondences were evident in both pale and thick stripe compartments. Some illusory response was present at the margins of the thin stripes, though weaker than responses in pale/thick stripes ( Figure 5C ). Quantitative analysis of real map pixel values within demarcated illusory domains supported the presence of a range of domain relationships. These relationships included several instances of strong coalignments with both like-with-like and orthogonal real/illusory domain correspondence ( Figure 5F ).
Discussion illusory orientation preference is organized into domains in V2
The aggregation of functional response (such as color, disparity, line orientation) into submillimeter-sized modules or domains is a fundamental organizational principle of early visual areas in primates. 22 How higher-order features are represented in primate visual areas is less well understood. A clustering of illusory orientation preference has been suggested in area 18 of the cat 36 and in the monkey. 23 In the human cortex, some role for area V2 in the early representation of illusory contours has been suggested using other imaging methods (eg, functional magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission tomography), although these methods were unable to resolve activations at the scale of single functional domains. [37] [38] [39] [40] Here, we show that the principle of a submillimeter modular organization may also apply to representation of higherorder contour orientation in primate area V2. Our imaged data indicates that illusory orientation preference can cluster into distinct domains within V2. Similar to real orientation domains in V2, these domains are typically 0.25-0.75 mm in breadth, and range from approximately round to somewhat elliptical in shape. Because the design of the illusory stimulus constrains us to two orientations, we have not directly demonstrated that illusory contour response spans the range of orientations and thus were not able to generate a full illusory orientation map. However, we predict that such a full map exists and, given the observed size and spacing of V2 illusory orientation domains, would not be dissimilar in structure to that of the real orientation map. However, additional studies need to be conducted to address this.
illusory orientation preference domains are associated with thick/pale stripes Our data confirm the presence of V2 stripe organization and the association of thick and pale stripes with orientation selectivity. In particular, we confirm the parcellation of orientation representation in V2. This parcellation is in agreement with previous studies. 23, 27 Strongly activated and highly selective real orientation domains occurred predominantly within the thick and pale stripes while remaining sparse in thin stripes. Here, we have shown that a similar distribution of orientation exists for higher-order illusory orientation representation. Previous selected electrophysiological sampling of single units in V2 combined with neuroanatomical reconstructions suggested submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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ramsden et al a propensity for illusory responsive neurons within pale and thick stripes. 41 Although we do not exclude the presence of illusory contour response from thin stripes, our case data indicate at least preferential clustering of oriented illusory contour activation in the thick and pale stripes, particularly when irregularity in thin stripe territory is taken into account. This study thus further confirms functional mapping evidence of preferential stripe location for illusory response organization in V2.
a diversity of orientation response domains in V2
We have previously described an organization for illusory response in V1 that is consistently anticorrelated with the real orientation response. 23 Here, we report an organization for illusory response in V2 that is more complex than that in V1. In some cases, illusory response is predominantly correlated with matching real orientation response. This is consistent with the concept of a true higher-order orientation domain: ie, a domain sensitive to contour orientation regardless of the real or illusory nature of the stimulus. Unlike V1, however, this real/illusory domain relationship is not the only relationship evident. Indeed, our data suggest a range of associations between real and illusory orientation domains in V2. These include regions of anticorrelated or V1-like association, and regions of illusory response associated with real orientation domains that are neither aligned nor anticorrelated. Given the large number of trials summed, the similarity of maps from split block analyses, the consistent within-map anticorrelated real/illusory relationship in V1, and examples of impressive real/illusory alignments within V2, we have shown that this range of relationships is not artifactual. These data speak to the complexity of functional organization in V2, which suggests that the illusory response map is not simply a higher-order clone of the real orientation map in V2. Indeed, they suggest a realistic diversity in the interactions between real and illusory response in V2. This diversity is supported by data from single-unit physiology (see Consistency with single-unit electrophysiology section), and from studies on interactions between oriented cells in V1 and V2. 32, 42 Data from cross-correlation studies suggest the presence of multiple orientation networks between V1 and V2: a more tightly synchronized, orientation-preserving network (whose proposed function is to preserve local contour information) and a less synchronized orientation-diverse network (whose proposed function is to produce emergent higher-order transformations in V2). 43 A plurality of orientation domains may be required to meet the diverse computations required within such networks for context-dependent contour feature detection. 17 
reliability of V2 illusory contour domain mappings
The optical imaging method is an established tool for mapping real orientation domain organization. We applied identical methods to map illusory contour response in V2. 9 Because electrophysiological studies report 17 that as few as one-third of V2 cells may also respond to abutting grating illusory contours, imaged illusory response may be weaker than real response, or distributed into fewer domains. Illusory "signal" may thus be more difficult to detect within ongoing biological "noise". To address such possible confounds we averaged up to 140 response trials per mapping study, more than four . red outline; thresholded single-condition horizontal illusory domain. Other color outlines; overlaid real orientation domain locations (yellow, horizontal; green, 45°; blue, vertical). When horizontal illusory condition (45° inducers) is presented, the 45° orientation domain is activated (response to inducers). The activation extends into the horizontal domain (inferred contour activation) but avoids vertical domains. We suggest this context-dependent extension allows for a continuum of alignments of illusory and real orientation response. (B) We propose that V2 orientation domains include subregions with differing degrees of response to lower-order (real) and higherorder (illusory) features. anticorrelated real/illusory alignments may represent exclusively real zones, exhibiting responses similar to orientation domains in V1 (black outlined domain). regions neither coaligned nor anticorrelated may represent the second tier illusory regions which extend into orientation domains of the inducer orientation (inducer-dependent zones, overlapping regions between red and black outlined domain and between purple and black outlined domain). real/ illusory coalignments may represent "generalizing" or inducer-independent zones (overlapping region between black, red, and purple outlined domains). 
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Orientation diversity in V2 times the number of trials commonly used for real orientation mapping. 9, 11 We are confident that our data are not simply noise because of the presence of distinct organizations at submillimeter scale, that were observed in separate experimental cases. We also revealed illusory/real mapping in V2 while simultaneously confirming previously reported anticorrelated real/illusory alignments in area V1. 23 We further established the reliability of domain mappings by performing additional split block analyses in two cases showing the most diversity in real/ illusory alignments. While our analyses may not necessarily detect relationships that exist between "active" domains that do not reach our threshold criteria, the strongest (and therefore most reliable) illusory domain responses can at least be demarcated and compared with real orientation maps.
consistency with single-unit electrophysiology
Although previous studies 18 emphasized that V2 cells may exhibit closely matched orientation preference for real and illusory stimuli, this may not necessarily be the only relationship existing in V2. Orientation preference of single V2 cells to real contours can differ from their preference to illusory contours. 18, 22 There may also be different classes of illusory contour cells, each encoding different levels of contour abstraction. 18, 22 For example, we have previously described three types of contour cell responses in V2: realonly, inducer-dependent illusory, and inducer-independent illusory. 22 By this definition, real-only cells respond only to explicit or real line contours, inducer-dependent illusory cells are those tuned for illusory contours but only with specific inducer orientation, and inducer-independent illusory cells are those tuned for illusory contours regardless of inducer orientation. 22 These different response types are consistent with the notion of a "generalizing" contour response, 18 but indicate that the generalization may exist at varying degrees. Thus, although there may be a continuum of response profiles overall, we suggest a hierarchy of contour abstraction occurs in V2 at the cellular level. This diversity of generalization (and differing dependencies on specific induction components) in V2 cellular response may underlie the observed complexity of real/illusory associations expressed at the larger spatial scale of the functional domain.
contour generalization and relative real/illusory domain alignments in V2
How might the degree of contour generalization in V2 relate to the particular real/illusory domain associations that we have described? Although speculative, we suggest a schema where the relative mappings of real/ illusory orientation in V2 may predict the degree to which orientation domains will exhibit contour generalization. This schema offers explanation for the observed incomplete domain alignments: if an illusory contour domain is generalized (ie, independent of inducer orientation), real/illusory alignments are expected regardless of how the contour is inferred. However, if an illusory contour domain response is "conditional" (eg, depends on inference via 135° but not 45° inducer elements), then real/illusory alignment will only occur when those specific stimulus conditions are met.
We suggest that this dependency of illusory response on inducer orientation may evoke a bias in the location of an illusory domain -away from alignment with similar real (contour) orientation domain, and toward the real (inducer) orientation domain on which the activation depends. Figure 6A shows a high-magnification single-condition map obtained in response to horizontal illusory contour stimulus composed of 45° inducers. Thresholded response domains are shown for real horizontal (yellow outlines), real 45° (green outlines), and real vertical (blue outlines) domains. Note that the illusory horizontal domain (dark regions, thresholded in red) overlies the 45° real domain (green). However it also invades the horizontal real (yellow) domains while avoiding the vertical real (blue) domains. Thus, in this single condition map, illusory stimulation activates real domains selective for the orientation of the illusory contour as well as real domains selective for the orientation of the inducers (Figures 1-5 "difference" maps where inducer orientations are subtracted out). That is, the inference of a higher-order (horizontal) contour by the arrangement of (45°) inducers may be associated with an apparent extension or "morphing" of the 45° orientation response domain into the adjacent horizontal domain. This extension allows for a continuum of alignments of illusory contour response domain and the regular orientation map, and allows for zones within the contour response domain showing more sensitivity to a particular inducer orientation (inducer dependency).
We therefore propose that V2 orientation domains contain subregions with differing degrees of response to lower-and higher-order contour features ( Figure 6B and between purple and black outlined domains). Regions with real/illusory coalignments may be the "generalizing" or inducer-independent zones ( Figure 6B , region of overlap between black, red, and purple outlined domains). Although speculative, this proposal puts forward a possible framework consistent with our observation that illusory contour domains bear a diverse range of relationships with real orientation response in V2.
Experimental procedures Surgical preparation
Experiments were performed under protocols approved by the Yale Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Four monkeys were anesthetized with thiopental sodium (1-2 mg/kg/hour intravenous [IV]), and one monkey (Case 5) was anesthetized with isoflurane/O 2 (0.8%-1.8%). To prevent involuntary eye position drift, all animals were paralyzed (vecuronium bromide, 100 µg/kg/hour IV) and artificially respirated. Anesthetic depth was assessed continuously via implanted electroencephalography electrodes, end-tidal CO 2 , and heart rate monitoring, and by regular testing for response to toe pinch. Pupils were dilated with atropine drops and eyes were focused with primate contact lenses onto a computer graphics display. Under aseptic surgical conditions, a craniotomy and durotomy were performed to expose the cortex posterior to the lunate sulcus.
Optical imaging
An optical chamber (typically 2 cm in diameter) was adhered to the skull, filled with sterile silicone oil and sealed with a glass window. [44] [45] [46] Images were acquired using an Imager 2001 system (Optical Imaging Inc., Rehovot, Israel; 630 nm light). Image data were binned to yield response map dimensions of 324×240 pixels. Each stimulus condition ( Figure 1A ) was presented in randomized order for 3 seconds (200 ms frames) with a 10-15 second interstimulus interval. Signal-to-noise ratio was enhanced via trial averaging (40-140 trials per stimulus condition) and by synchronization of acquisition with heart rate and respiration. For ocular dominance mapping, computercontrolled electromechanical shutters were placed in front of the eyes. The camera was positioned with the lunate sulcus parallel to and just beyond the top edge of the field of view ( Figure 1B, left panel) , so as to record functional domains in exposed V2 and immediately adjacent area V1 (note: although the term functional domain has sometimes been associated with the notion of a fundamental cortical representational unit, here we use the term to mean a spatially concentrated functional preference for a particular stimulus feature).
Visual stimuli
Illusory contour and real line stimuli ( Figure 1A ) were created and presented binocularly to the animal using a custom-made C-language program. Real line stimuli were identically spaced (1.25 cycles/degree) and drifting line gratings (one pixel width, 0.8 degrees/second, drift range two cycles, 3-second presentation time, screen dimensions 13[wide {w}] ×10[high {h}] degrees) presented binocularly at four orientations (horizontal [0°], 45°, vertical [90°], and 135°). In some instances, response to red/green isoluminant gratings were compared with response to achromatic gratings. Achromatic illusory contour gratings were composed of short 45° lines (one pixel wide, 0.03 degrees width) spaced 0.25 degrees apart, a spacing which has been shown to be effective for illusory contour cells in V2. 18, 24 These inducing elements were aligned, with a column spacing of 1.25 cycles/degree, to produce a percept of either horizontal or vertical illusory contours. These rows of aligned inducers were together drifted back and forth (0.8 degrees/second, drift range two cycles, 3-second presentation time, screen dimensions 13[w] ×10[h] degrees) in the direction along the orientation of inducing lines. This generated a percept of illusory contour motion orthogonal to the illusory contour orientation. Luminance values were measured using a calibrated photometer (Minolta Chroma Meter CS-100; Konica Minolta, Inc., Tokyo, Japan) and were constant across stimuli (background luminance 0.1 cd/m 
image analysis
Analyses consisted of either difference maps or vector maps. Difference maps were determined by subtracting responses to one stimulus condition from responses to another stimulus condition. A grayscale preference map was then calculated indicating preference for one stimulus condition over the other. Vector maps were determined by first obtaining single-condition responses relative to a reference "cocktail blank" condition (sum of all presented conditions). 47 A color-coded orientation preference map was then calculated by vectorially summing, pixel-by-pixel, the responses to all presented orientations (hue indicating net preferred orientation, and intensity of color indicating vector magnitude). 7 Maps based on single-condition responses indicate all pixels responsive to the stimulus. Since single-condition illusory contour maps contain real orientation signal components, illusory specific responses are inferred by subtraction of two illusory contour conditions (eg, horizontal illusory minus vertical illusory); the 
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Orientation diversity in V2 common real line components are subtracted out, leaving the differential illusory contour response. 36 All maps were calculated using first-frame subtraction procedures. 47 To compare the locations of imaged illusory domains with the real orientation map, illusory contour difference maps were thresholded (eg, Figure 1F ) at the 80th percentile to demarcate horizontal illusory domains (red outlines), and at the 20th percentile to demarcate vertical illusory domains (black outlines). 23 Prior to thresholding, images were spatially filtered using a 9×9 pixel moving window low-pass filter. We presumed that if an activated group of pixels is too small, then it is less likely to be a true orientation domain and more likely to be due to noise. Thus, although infrequent, thresholded images (defined as groups of adjacent pixels) containing less than 10 pixels (ie, less than 50 µm breadth) were excluded from analysis. Illusory and real orientation maps were qualitatively compared by overlaying thresholddefined illusory domains onto real orientation vector maps or difference maps (eg, Figure 1E ). To quantitatively compare real and illusory maps, average pixel values (from real orientation preference maps) were calculated and graphically tabulated for demarcated illusory domains (eg, Figure 1F ).
In Case 4 and Case 5, we verified a consistent map structure using a "split block" analysis method by recalculating two new maps from interleaving acquisition blocks associated with a single map. Data blocks that were acquired consecutively ("ababab") to determine the single map were reassigned to two new subsets ("aaa" and "bbb") and then each subset was analyzed independently and then displayed for qualitative comparison. We considered maps to be reliable signal rather than noise if the two new subset maps showed similar organizations and similar domain mapping relationships.
histology and alignment of anatomical and functional maps
Following an overdose (100 mg pentothal IV), the animal was perfused transcardially with physiological saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. Imaged V1/V2 was removed, tissue samples were flattened, sunk in 30% sucrose, and then sliced (30 µm) tangentially using a freezing microtome. Sections were processed using cytochrome oxidase histochemistry 2 to anatomically identify the V1/V2 border and the stripe subcompartments of area V2. Functional images were first grossly aligned with the section based on small electrolytic lesions (7-10 µA for 10 seconds, using glass coated tungsten electrode tip in superficial cortical layers, depth ∼100-300 µm). They were then precisely aligned by comparing superficial vessel patterns recorded in vivo with Nissl-stained superficial layer histological sections (eg, Figure 1C ).
